Sonoporation, drug delivery, and gene therapy.
Ultrasound is a very effective modality for drug delivery and gene therapy because energy that is non-invasively transmitted through the skin can be focused deeply into the human body in a specific location and employed to release drugs at that site. Ultrasound cavitation, enhanced by injected microbubbles, perturbs cell membrane structures to cause sonoporation and increases the permeability to bioactive materials. Cavitation events also increase the rate of drug transport in general by augmenting the slow diffusion process with convective transport processes. Drugs and genes can be incorporated into microbubbles, which in turn can target a specific disease site using ligands such as the antibody. Drugs can be released ultrasonically from microbubbles that are sufficiently robust to circulate in the blood and retain their cargo of drugs until they enter an insonated volume of tissue. Local drug delivery ensures sufficient drug concentration at the diseased region while limiting toxicity for healthy tissues. Ultrasound-mediated gene delivery has been applied to heart, blood vessel, lung, kidney, muscle, brain, and tumour with enhanced gene transfection efficiency, which depends on the ultrasonic parameters such as acoustic pressure, pulse length, duty cycle, repetition rate, and exposure duration, as well as microbubble properties such as size, gas species, shell material, interfacial tension, and surface rigidity. Microbubble-augmented sonothrombolysis can be enhanced further by using targeting microbubbles.